
Every week we will be serving up some of

Chef Allegra’s favourite recipes, all

specially adapted for young tummies.

Allegra has worked closely with

Chartwells to help us develop a fun menu

that nourishes young minds and bodies

with yummy dishes such as Chicken Filo

Pie, Crunchy Topped Fish & Cauliflower

Cheese and Oodles of Noodles.

With a little help from Chef Allegra

McEvedy (Presenter of CBBC's                                  

 

Launching
September 2021!

 
Step Up 

Junior Bake Off),to the Plate
and a lot of help from our pupils, parents

and teams, we’ve developed our most

exciting and nutritious menu ever.

and

We know that children prefer

consistency however it is our

responsibility as caterers to help

encourage them to try new tastes and

textures to help them to develop a

healthy relationship with food.



STAGE 3
Creating the

Best

STAGE 5
Introducing 
New Tastes 
& Flavours 

A Reminder of Our

Chartwells Food Journey

 

STAGE 2
The Student and 
Parent-led Menu WE TWEAKED

our recipes to ensure we have ‘THE BEST’

dishes from a taste, quality and nutritional

perspective. 

 

We tested the recipes through our Thumbs

Up! campaign and it wasn’t until they were

signed off by the children themselves that

they made it onto our menus.

Our pupils are at the heart of our menus and
that's why they are included across every

step of our Food Journey - take a look below!

STAGE 1
Our Research

WE UNDERSTOOD 

the most important thing to

parents is that their child eats

a nutritious meal and they like

consistency and familiarity.

WE DEVELOPED

a menu built on our research to

ensure that all meals are super

nutritious, giving children the

right balance of everything they

need to grow, learn and stay

healthy.

WE FOCUSED ON COUNTER DISPLAYS AND TRAINING

to make sure that all counters are child-friendly, meaning that

pupils can easily see the food available, that it looks appealing,

and provides them with a great, engaging experience.

STAGE 4
Market Leading 

Execution

ALLEGRA McEVEDY 

has supported us by developing

dishes that introduce new tastes

and flavours to our children’s

pallets. These will feature on our

weekly menus as part of

‘Takeover Tuesdays’. 


